Floor Cleaners
Item ID
AMR1033704

Description
Neutral Floor Cleaner
Maintains floor polish without stripping protective coating
Gentle formula cleans natural stone, granite and marble floors. Ideal for cleaning
vinyl flooring.

UOM
CS

CS

AMR1041696

Neutral Floor Cleaner Concentrate
Keeping marble, granite, vinyl, stone or other hard surface floors looking great
requires a fast and easy cleaner that’s also economical. Zep Commercial Neutral
Floor Cleaner Concentrate makes up to 128 gallons of our pH neutral, low foam,
easy-to-rinse.

DR

AMR1041751

Zep® Red Sweeping Compound
Fine dust on floors can be tough to effectively eliminate since it moves around and
up into the air as you sweep. The solution: this effective sweeping compound that
adheres to dust particles, making them easy to pick up and remove.

Ultra Neutral Floor Cleaner /Conc
Betco 1784700 pH7 Ultra Neutral Floor Cleaner Concentrate - 2L FastDraw

CS

Colortech 14" Black Stripping Grit Brush. Excellent for scrubbing of concrete and
stripping of quarry tile, terrazzo and VC .050" nylon fibers impregnated with 80 grit
silicon carbide. Available in 9" – 21" diameter showerfeed blocks with 1.5" trim.

EA

Clean Control Floor Control Neutral pH Cleaner
E.C. FLOOR CONTROL NEUTRAL CLNR 4/1 A concentrated no rinse floor
cleaner formulated with a naturally derived surfactant system designed to remove
dirt and soils from all hard flooring surfaces. Leaves surfaces shining and streakfree.

CS
PLT

BET1784700

CAR361400G505N

CLE36162G4

CORSTNC128

Stone Logix Neutral Cleaner
Non-etching formula. Compact and economical without sacrificing performance.
Two dilutions for most situations. High and low flow capabilities at both filling
points. Easy to follow instructions with usage chart.

CS

CORSTNC32C

Stone Logix Neutral Cleaner
Non-etching formula. Compact and economical without sacrificing performance.
Two dilutions for most situations. High and low flow capabilities at both filling
points. Easy to follow instructions with usage chart.

CS

DRK3719601

Rtd Janitor In A Drum
**RTD JANITOR IN A DRUM 1/1.5L Ready to dispense is the maintenance-free
dilution control system that's built right into the bottle. Trusted performance. Easyto-use. Super concentrate. No investment in equipment.

CS

Item ID

Description

DRK96896

Floor Science Spray Buff

CS

CS

DRKCBD540397

Floor Science Easy Apply Finish
Premium universal sealer/finish. Synthetic polymer floor finish/sealer produces a
"wet look" high gloss. Repairs easily in minimal time and resists scuffs and
scratches. For conventional, high speed and ultra high speed floor machines.
Dries fast.
Floor Science Easy Apply Floor Finish
Premium universal sealer/finish. Synthetic polymer floor finish/sealer produces a
"wet look" high gloss. Repairs easily in minimal time and resists scuffs and
scratches. For conventional, high speed and ultra high speed floor machines.
Dries fast.

PL

Floor Science Prem Hi Gloss Finish
Premium universal sealer/finish. Synthetic polymer floor finish/sealer produces a
"wet look" high gloss. Repairs easily in minimal time and resists scuffs and
scratches. For conventional, high speed and ultra high speed floor machines.
Dries fast.

CS

Floor Science Prem Hi Gloss Finish
Premium universal sealer/finish. Synthetic polymer floor finish/sealer produces a
"wet look" high gloss. Repairs easily in minimal time and resists scuffs and
scratches. For conventional, high speed and ultra high speed floor machines.
Dries fast.

PL

DRKCBD540403

DRKCBD540410

DRKCBD540427

UOM

CS
PLT

DRKCBD540434

Floor Science H/D Floor Stripper
Strips floors in minimal time, provides uniform wetting, super penetration and total
emulsification action. For tough jobs on burnished or spray buffed finishes. Extra
heavy-duty, non-ammonia stripper penetrates fast.

DRKCBD540441

Floor Science Neutral Citrus Cleaner
Cleans deeply and gently without rinsing while leaving no film. Low-foaming for
use with mop and bucket or automatic scrubber. Concentrated for economical
cleaning. Use daily or for periodic deep cleaning.

MIN
PLT
CS

PLT
CS

DRKCBD540458

Floor Science Spray Buff Restorer
Cleans and restores the high gloss "wet look" of Floor Science® Finish (sold
separately). Premium performance: cleans, shines, removes heel marks,
scratches, tar and ingrained dirt. Leaves a brilliant shine without build-up or
discoloration.

Hardwood & Laminate Floor Cleaner
HARDWOOD & LAMINATE FLOOR CLEANER 4/1 GAL

CS

Hardwood & Laminate Floor Cleaner
HARDWOOD & LAMINATE FLOOR CLEANER 6/32 OZ

CS

EFPPL972504

EFPPL97256

Item ID

MISCNS14MN

Description
PMG Clean N' Shine Cleaner/Maintainer
A neutral cleaner/maintainer ideal for use on sealed wood for cleaning and buffing
finishes to a brilliant shine. Provides superior cleaning power and can be used on
any surface not harmed by water. Delivers excellent emulsifying and penetrating
action in

CS
MIN

MISEBR14MN

PMG Enzibrite Enzyme Enriched Floor Cleaner
EnziBrite, Enzyme Enriched Floor Cleaner & Deodorizer.This product is a high
performance, bacterial-enriched floor cleaner, odor eliminator, and grease digester
with a very pleasant potpourri scent. It is recommended for use in food service
areas, schools

PMG Emerald Floor Cleaner
A totally synthetic floor cleaner designed for daily use in any floor maintenance
program. It's slightly acidic pH will not damage the gloss or film of any finish and is
effective at neutralizing harsh cleaner residue on the floor.

PL

PMG Emerald Floor Cleaner
A totally synthetic floor cleaner designed for daily use in any floor maintenance
program. It's slightly acidic pH will not damage the gloss or film of any finish and is
effective at neutralizing harsh cleaner residue on the floor.

CS
MIN

MISEME05MN

MISEME14MN

UOM
CS
MIN

MISOSO05MN

PMG Orange-Solv Citrus Solvent Cleaner
High Active Natural Citrus Solvent. A highly concentrated natural citrus solvent
cleaner, degreaser, deodorant, de-scaler and de-cloger. May be on sinks, toilets,
fiberglass, machinery, tools, grills, ceramic tiles, concrete, graffiti, dumpsters,
grease

PL

MISOSO12MN

PMG Orange-Solv Citrus Solvent Cleaner
High Active Natural Citrus Solvent. A highly concentrated natural citrus solvent
cleaner, degreaser, deodorant, de-scaler and de-cloger. May be on sinks, toilets,
fiberglass, machinery, tools, grills, ceramic tiles, concrete, graffiti, dumpsters,
grease

MIN
CS

PMG Orange-Solv Citrus Solvent Cleaner
High Active Natural Citrus Solvent. A highly concentrated natural citrus solvent
cleaner, degreaser, deodorant, de-scaler and de-cloger. May be on sinks, toilets,
fiberglass, machinery, tools, grills, ceramic tiles, concrete, graffiti, dumpsters,
grease

MIN
CS

MISPF480MN

EMERALD PF Optically Enhanced Neutral Floor Cleaner
A totally synthetic floor cleaner designed for daily use in any floor maintenance
program. It’s slightly acidic pH will not damage the gloss or film of any finish and is
effective at neutralizing harsh cleaner residue on the floor.

CS
MIN

MISPF580MN

Fresh Breeze PF Non-Acid Disinfectant Restroom Cleaner
This product may be used on washable hard, non-porous surfaces such as:
Shower stalls, shower doors and curtains, bathtubs and glazed tiles, chrome
plated intakes, toilets, toilet seats, toilet bowls, toilet bowl surfaces, urinals

CS
MIN

elements E12 Super Duty Degreaser
Formulated using MicroEmulsion 3G Technology. Super Duty Degreaser is a low
toxicity, low VOC, readily biodegradable, micro-emulsion, highly concentrated

MIN
CS

MISOSO14MN

MISPFE1280MN

Item ID

MUR05251

Description
cleaner/degreaser that is specially designed to address the environmental, safety
and health concerns

UOM

Murphy'S Oil Conc
Vegetable Oil based cleaner for moping wood floors, paneling and other large
wood surfaces. Cleans finished wood and hard surfaces. Pourable bottle. Fresh
Scent

PLT
MIN
CS

P&G Spic & Span® Floor Cleaner
Versatile multi-purpose cleaner for floors, walls, tables, food-contact surfaces, and
restrooms.

MIN
CS
PLT

P&G Spic & Span® Floor Cleaner With Bleach
Helps fight tough floor stains with the power of chlorine bleach. Cuts through
tough greasy soils. 45 per case.

PLT
CS
MIN

P&G Spic & Span® Floor Cleaner
Dual-surfactant system emulsifies greasy soils and suspends them so they can be
removed. High builder level helps remove grimy tracked-in dirt and delivers
excellent cleaning in hard water. Non-corrosive--mildly alkaline formula balances
tough clea

PLT
MIN
CS

P&G Institutional Formula Tide® Floor/All Purpose Cleaner
High levels of surfactant and builders combine to make this a powerful cleaner to
cut through tough grease and attack tracked-in dirt. Cleans floors, walls, pots and
pans, and laundry.TIDE INSTL FLR & A/P CLEANER 36#

MIN
PLT
BX

P&G Institutional Formula Tide® Floor/All Purpose Clnr
High levels of surfactant and builders combine to make this a powerful cleaner to
cut through tough grease and attack tracked-in dirt. Cleans floors, walls, pots and
pans, and laundry.TIDE INSTL FLR & A/P CLNR 100/1.5OZ

MIN
CS
PLT

P&G Mr. Clean® Finished Floor Cleaner
Excellent cleaning and shine preservation for a wide range of shiny finished floors
including ceramic and vinyl tile, terrazzo & varnished hardwood. Can be used as a
versatile all-purpose cleaner.

CS
PLT
MIN

Swiffer Wet Jet Solution Gain
SWIFFER WET JET SOLUTION REFILL WITH GAIN SCENT 4/42.2OZ OR
4/1.25L.

MIN
PLT
CS

PGC02001

PGC02010

PGC02011

PGC02364

PGC02370

PGC02621

PGC77809

Item ID

Description

UOM

PGC77810

Swiffer Wet Jet Solution Open Window Fresh
Fast-drying solution cleans with virtually no streaking or hazing. Pre-mixed formula
dissolves sticky messes to expose beauty of your floors. Open window scent
leaves areas smelling clean and fresh.

MIN
CS
PLT

Professional Mop & Glo® Floor Cleaner
Cleans, shines and protects no-wax and regular floors. Seals out dirt, making
cleaning easier. 6 per case.

PLT
CS

REC74297

STA11827

STA6017

Luster Plus Floor Cleaner
A concentrated PH neutral general purpose floor cleaner. Highly effective against
dirt and grime without hurting the floor finish. Will not harm or dull floor finishes.
Perfect for maintaining high gloss finishes.

CS

Cost Cutter #3 No Rinse Floor Cleaner
COST CUTTER #3 NO RINSE FLR CLNR 4/.5GAL

CS

Simoniz® GripCoat Anti Slip Finish/Sealer
GRIP COAT ANTI SLIP FINISH/SEALER 5 GAL PAIL REDUCES SLIP & FALLS

PL

Good Hood Grill & Oven Cleaner 5 Gallon
Highly viscous detergent, highly alkaline, for kitchen hood pressure cleaning,
removes carbonized fats,

PL

Simoniz® GripClean Neutral Floor Cleaner
Enhanced with optical brighteners. A pleasantly scented, no rinse, neutral floor
cleaner, re-conditioner and all purpose cleaner.

PL

Simoniz® One Shot Floor Cleaner
Neutral floor cleaner. Concentrated and lemon scented. Lifts soil from the surface
so it can be easily removed and not harm floor finish gloss. Should NOT be used
on unsealed wood.

CS

Simoniz® One Shot Floor Cleaner
Neutral floor cleaner. Concentrated and lemon scented. Lifts soil from the surface
so it can be easily removed and not harm floor finish gloss. Should NOT be used
on unsealed wood.

PL

SZG0001005

SZG1371005

SZG3497005

SZO2445004

SZO2445005

Item ID

SZP2666004

SZP2666005

Description

UOM

Simoniz® AP-7 Neutral Floor Cleaner
No-Rinse, Neutral PH floor and all purpose cleaner. Lemon Scented. Formulated
to safely clean floors without dulling or removing the protective finish. Lifts and
suspends soil for easy removal while restoring the high gloss.

CS

Simoniz® AP-7 Neutral Floor Cleaner
A lemon-scented no-rinse neutral all-purpose cleaner and floor cleaner, formulated
to safely clean surfaces and floors, without dulling or removing the protective
finish. It quickly removes and emulsifies soils for easy cleaning.

PL

SZS3492005

Strips Away Floor Stripper
Strips Away has high solids. It also quickly softens and liquefies old finish for fast
and easy removal. No scrub and no rinse required. Heavy stripping – 1/8 (16
oz./gallon). Medium – 1/16 (8 oz./gallon). Light – 1/32 (4 oz./gallon).

SZS3620050

Super X 100 Powder Concrete Floor Cleaner
Powdered Concrete Floor Cleaner. Effectively cleans all concrete floors. Not
recommended for resilient floors such as linoleum and asphalt or wood floors.

BX

Simoniz® Winter Rinse Neutralizer
This product is formulated to remove winter salt and chemical stains from floors,
carpet and equipment.

CS

SZW4115004

PL
MIN
PLT

